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Physical Form Foam Profile
Color Specific Gravity
Odor Pounds per. Gallon
Solubility in Water pH of Concentrate
Reclaim Compatible V.O.C. % / Wt.
Cautions:

PROPERTIES

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

ADVANTAGES


	Untitled

	Product Name: COMPLETE CLEAN
	Product Sub Headline: PRE-SOAK - Heavy Duty Lo pH
	Product Description: Developed for demanding situations; this acidic pre-soak is boosted with Hydrofluoric Acid to completely clean neglected or extremely soiled surfaces. Dissolves oxidation, light rust and mineral build up producing desired results without the need for brushing to achieve clean surfaces. Perfect for use as the 1st pass in 2-step touch-free car or truck wash.
	Directions: Touch Free Pre-Soak: Dilute 1:70-120 (titration range = 35-60 drops) and apply as the first pass in a 2-step process.High Pressure Pre-Soak: Dilute 1:100-150 (titration range = 28-42 drops)Friction Pre-Soak: Dilute 1:180-240 (titration range 17-24 drops) Wheels: Dilute 1:6-25Apply evenly or spray from the bottom moving up to avoid causing streaks or runs.  Rinse off thoroughly with large amounts of water or apply an alkaline after to neutralize this product then rinse thoroughly with water.Disclaimer:  This product contains Hydrofluoric Acid which is highly toxic if inhaled, absorbed through the skin or swallowed.  Use at your own risk. Read the SDS before using and always personal protective equipment when using and handling.  Do not apply to glass stronger than 1:45 or allow to dry on surfaces.  Do not use on polished aluminum.  Stay upwind during application and be aware of what lies down wind during application. 
	Advantages: * Heavy duty blend performs where traditional acid blends do not.* Excellent for use as the first pass in touch-less car or truck washes.  * Brightens aluminum and leaves glass, metals and paint film-free nearly every time.* Produces copious amounts of suds for "cling and clean" action and customer satisfaction.* Removes stubborn brake dust leaving wheels sparkling.
	Cautions: Corrosive and Poisonous
	Foam Profile: High
	Specific Gravity: 1.043
	Pounds per: 
	 Gallon: 8.7

	pH of Concentrate: <1.0
	V: 
	O: 
	C: 
	 %/Wt: 5



	Physical Form: Liquid
	Color: Yellow
	Odor: Sharp Pungent/Ether Like
	Solubility in Water: Complete
	Reclaim Compatible: No
	Stock Number: QW-0030
	Container Size: 30,55,275 (GAL.)
	Technical Date: 06/17/17


